
PRODUCT DATA SHEET
Sika® Rugasol C
CONCRETE SURFACE RETARDER FOR HORIZONTAL SURFACES (NORMAL)

DESCRIPTION
Sika® Rugasol C is a liquid retarder for horizontal con-
struction joints and surfaces for use in cooler condi-
tions or low retardation conditions. Sika® Rugasol C is
an easy to use, economical product applied to obtain a
mechanical key for “kicker” joints, renderings and
screeds on horizontal surfaces of freshly placed con-
crete.

USES
Sika® Rugasol C eliminates the need for sandblasting,
hacking and bush hammering, leaving the aggregate
unbroken and firmly embedded.  It can be spray ap-
plied to horizontal surfaces of freshly placed concrete
sections such as:

Floor slabs▪
Driveways▪
Patios▪
Swimming pools▪
Footpaths▪

CHARACTERISTICS / ADVANTAGES
The retarding compound in Sika® Rugasol C combines
with cement at the surface and delays the normal hy-
dration on the surface of the concrete (high cement
contents and temperatures will reduce the retarda-
tion). After retardation has finished, the concrete
cures to its full strength.
Sika® Rugasol C can provide decorative finishes to con-
crete and can be used in conjunction with many natur-
al aggregates.
It can provide an exposed aggregate finish leaving ex-
cellent anti-skid properties.
Sika® Rugasol C leaves an excellent key for further con-
creting, screeding or rendering.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Packaging 210 Liter Drum

Appearance / Colour Brown liquid

Shelf Life 1 year if stored properly in unopened original container.

Storage Conditions Store at temperatures between +5oC and +35oC , protected from direct sunlight .

Density 1.06 kg/l approximately

APPLICATION INFORMATION
Consumption 0.25 kg/m2 - 0.50 kg/m2
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
APPLICATION

Sika® Rugasol C is ready to use straight from the con-
tainer. It should not be diluted. A good uniform coat of
the material should be sprayed onto the horizontal
concrete surface as soon as the initial ‘bleeding’ of the
concrete has finished but before initial set. (A garden
sprayer is suitable).
Treated surface should be protected from direct sun-
light or warm wind, which can cause the surface to dry
out rapidly.  Proper curing procedures are important
to ensure the durability and quality of the concrete.
Once adequate time has elapsed, typically 2-12 hours,
depending on the concrete type and ambient condi-
tions such as humidity, temperature and wind, the soft
cement paste on the surface can be brushed off and
the exposed aggregate finish washed down with clean
water. Whilst Sika® Rugasol C is in use the concrete
surface must be protected from rain, dirt, etc.
Spray equipment should be washed out after use with
hot water. Subsequent to removal of paste, proper
curing should take place with an efficient curing com-
pound such as Sika® Antisol AC.

LIMITATIONS
Sika® Rugasol C only retards the surface setting of the
concrete and does not "kill" the set. If the surface is
not washed off within the retarding period the con-
crete will set and reach ultimate strenght.
It is not recommended to use set accelerating admix-
tures in concrete when using Sika® Rugasol C.

BASIS OF PRODUCT DATA
All technical data stated in this Product Data Sheet are
based on laboratory tests. Actual measured data may
vary due to circumstances beyond our control.

LOCAL RESTRICTIONS
Please note that as a result of specific local regula-
tions the performance of this product may vary from
country to country. Please consult the local Product
Data Sheet for the exact description of the application
fields.

ECOLOGY, HEALTH AND SAFETY
For information and advice on the safe handling, stor-
age and disposal of chemical products, users shall refer
to the most recent Safety Data Sheet (SDS) containing
physical, ecological, toxicological and other safety-re-
lated data.

LEGAL NOTES
The information, and, in particular, the recommenda-
tions relating to the application and end-use of Sika
products, are given in good faith based on Sika’s cur-
rent knowledge and experience of the products when
properly stored, handled and applied under normal
conditions in accordance with Sika’s recommenda-
tions. In practice, the differences in materials, sub-
strates and actual site conditions are such that no war-
ranty in respect of merchantability or of fitness for a
particular purpose, nor any liability arising out of any
legal relationship whatsoever, can be inferred either
from this information, or from any written recom-
mendations, or from any other advice offered. The
user of the product must test the product’s suitability
for the intended application and purpose. Sika re-
serves the right to change the properties of its
products. The proprietary rights of third parties must
be observed. All orders are accepted subject to our
current terms of sale and delivery. Users must always
refer to the most recent issue of the local Product Data
Sheet for the product concerned, copies of which will
be supplied on request.
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Sika Philippines Inc.
888 Marcos Alvarez Ave.,
Talon V, Las Piñas City, Philippines 1747
Tel. No.: +63 2 8806-2875
Fax. No.:+63 2 8806-2883
Website: phl.sika.com
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